General Use Garment Packaging

**Layered Packaging Design to Prevent Contamination from Entering Your Controlled Environment**

- Packaged in a primary bag, carton liner and outer corrugated carton to prevent cross contamination and contamination migration from one environment to another.
- All garments are precision folded and stacked within the primary bag to permit efficient storage with or without bins.
- Primary bag placed in clear carton liner that is twisted and taped closed.
- All open seams on shipping containers are tape-sealed for additional protection from possible contamination.
- Four-sided carton labeling allows easy product identification and inventory management.

**Packaging Components:**

- **Primary Bag, Heat-sealed**
  - Bouffants
  - Beard Covers
  - Hoods
  - Shoe Covers

- **Primary Bag, twisted & zip tied**
  - Aprons
  - Boot Covers
  - Coveralls
  - Frocks
  - Lab Coats
  - Gowns
  - Sleeves
  - Scrub Shirts & Pants
  - Equipment Covers

- **Carton Liner**

- **Open carton with taped down liner**

- **Sealed carton with two corner labels**
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